
at

1 rural, a large major resort.

101

2 II Clearly, when you probe on the phone, there must

3 be some general characteristics of these resorts that you

4 are asking about, be it size, how long they have been in

5 existence, are they in the middle of a forest, something

6

7

8

9

10

11

like that. So I just would wonder if that is something that

might be helpful and would ask my CDC colleagues if that is

something that is practical or doable.

DR. PARISE: I think that we could work on that

somewhat. Our main criteria there is that some of these

resorts are really cities. They have built a lot of hotels

12 in them. But they really are urban areas. Whereas, others

13

14

15

16

are resorts that have been pretty much plunked down in a

rural area.

The problem there is that when a resort is plunked

down in a rural area, we consider that the rural resort. If

17 it has been there for years and becomes very urbanized,

18 until the map changes, we don’t know. We play it

19 IIconservative and we defer. Maybe if we went and inspected

20 that resort and saw it, we wouldn’t defer. But , again, we

21

22

23

24

25

don’t have any data and so we do the best we can.

But we probably could come up with large urbanized

resorts that have come in urban areas.

DR. NELSON: The urban versus rural only applies

to Latin America, not to Africa.
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DR. PARISE: Largely. There are a few African

ities that don’t have transmission, but there are very few.

nd Southeast Asia. Southeast Asia and the Americas; yes.

DR. NELSON: So Africa is pretty easy. SubSaharan

,frica is a problem.

DR. KOERPER: I am just curious how long this

)rocess takes. Does the prospective donor sit and wait in

;eattle or San Francisco while the medical director calls

;he CDC?

)anks.

md never

DR. PARISE: That you would have to ask the blood

DR. KOERPER: Or do they ever walk out the door

come back again.

DR. HOLLINGER: The answer is yes from several of

:he blood-banking people here.

DR. PARISE: We place it as a priority. If we

lave chemoprophylaxis calls and the person there isn’t right

in her office, we will take a message. For cases of malaria

md for blood-bank calls, if the person is not right there,

they will page somebody. So we do, on our end, try to do

them as fast as possible and interrupt what we are doing to

go look at the atlas. But I am sure there can be many

delays in the process.

DR. HOLLINGER: On the other hand, what I am

hearing here, if this is an issue, here, in this computer
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rorld, not to have this computerized--the same questions you

ire going to be asked, you obviously have answer for right

low . To put that on a website that is computerized and

zould be changed in an instant would allow them, and the

>lood bank, to then pull that information or put that issue

in there and receive a piece of information back. I can’t

mderstand that.

DR.

DR.

DR.

PARISE : The Yellow Book is on the Web.

HOLLINGER: And it has those sites on it.

PARISE : Right, but at a mobile site, you

don’t even have an atlas so the Web isn’t going to help you

at a mobile site. Many of the calls we get are at mobile

sites that don’t have an atlas in front of them and they

can’t look. So they are relying on us.

We are amenable to dialogue on what else we could

put on the Web besides

DR. KOERPER:

DR. PARISE:

we can look into that.

DR. KOERPER:

DR. PARISE:

the Yellow Book. That is all we use.

Can’t you put the atlas on the Web?

We didn’t publish that, but I guess

Color code the atlas on the Web.

We can look into that.

DR. HEINTZELMAN: Since we have this opportunity,

we are talking about dusk-to-dawn. If that is implemented,

or at least one scenario for implementation would be

anywhere in the world. I want to make sure that people
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ren’t thinking just about Mexico or Caribbean. We are

alking about global when we talk about dusk-to-dawn.

That is the sense

exican resorts, because of

of this. With the emphasis on

the number of travelers, that’s

ine. But a change in policy would be all over Africa, all

ver Asia, any of the really, truly highly endemic areas.

Monica did a great job of presenting the malaria

umber of cases that have been reported. When you think

bout that, you may have noticed that there is an increase

n ’95 which is the last report. There is a 15 percent

ncrease, according to the CDC’S reports. That is imported

Ialaria. It is important to consider the number of malaria

:ases coming into the United States and then to also think

bout transfusion-transmitted malaria because the donor base

:omes from the base population which includes the imported

:ases.

The fact that transfusion-transmitted malaria is

:unning at a very low percentage--it is about 1 in 4 million

3onations--reflects a certain trend in screening and

iiistribution and disease infectivity. But when you look at

the amount of malaria that is coming into the country, you

see that that is really a fairly significant number, very

different from what you are seeing in the transfusion cases.

If you open up the door, I believe, to a broad

proposal of allowing donors that have traveled anywhere in
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their recollection, during broad

we may find that there is a

that distribution.

Do you view the dusk-to-dawn

:uestion as compared to what is currently being done now as

omething that will keep more donors eligible or lose more

lonors, at least for a period of time?

DR. HEINTZELMAN: We know where we are right now.

Ihile they may get approximately a dozen calls a day at CDC,

.f you look at 14 million units of blood collected in the

Jnited States over a year, roughly that is 40,000 units a

lay. I am not sure that everybody calls CDC when they have

~ gray area and are unsure about somebody’s travel.

I think that the conservative issue is usually

:hey just defer these people. I believe that if we go to a

iusk-to-dawn, we may not decrease the donor base. We may

increase the donor base. Increasing that donor base would

~e from within the population where imported malaria is

~vident . In that group, the trends have been roughly

consistent but within the Americas there was 100 percent

increase in 1995 for imported

DR. OHENE-FREMPONG:

malaria.

Just a couple of things.

One, the dusk-to-dawn question,

Africa, for instance. I can’t

day trip to any part of Africa

I can’t see that applylng to

see anybody traveling on a

and being out to a non-
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tndemic area before nighttime.

The second question, though, just for

clarification, the transmission through platelet

transfusion, is that believed to be from red-cell

contamination of the platelet pool and not from plasmodium

,n the platelets?

DR. PARISE: That’s correct. It is felt to be

=rom red-cell contamination in the platelet pool. The

question in Africa--you’re right. There might be a few

selected areas

<enya or a day

co a game park

such as taking a day trip out of Nairobi and

trip out of one of the cities in South Africa

and coming back. But it would be unusual.

The other thing is, when we look at the vectors,

~he African vectors tend to bite very late. So if you say

there was a fuzzy area, it is probably going to hit you more

in the Americas when it is an early-biting vector in general

than these Anopheles gambia which bites at 2:00 a.m.

DR. EPSTEIN: First, to clarify the issue of

impacts, I think we are hearing two contradictory things and

I want to try to sort that out. Current policy does not

provide an exemption from deferral for daylight exposure or

for being at a resort. So if the current guidance were to

be followed, the donors would be deferred.

What I am hearing several blood-bank organizations

say is that they have been querying the CDC and they have
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een advised on many occasions that they can exempt daylight

xposure and that they can exempt travel to specific

esorts. I don’t have a problem with that where it has been

ased on good science, but that is not the current FDA

ecommendation.

The current FDA recommendation would be to defer

lased on those exposures because we do not make those

[distinctions in our guidance. So we see the proposal to the

Ldvisory committee as a relaxation

leferral.

The second point I would

:elaxation either does or does not

of the stringency of

like to make is that that

add risk whether you

)elieve that the history you get about the nature of the

]xposure is accurate. There is a distinction to be made

~bout the

?arise to

accuracy of the history, and I would like Dr.

comment on this.

In the case of chemoprophylaxis, you are dealing

tiiththe traveler just at the time of travel. You are not

asking them a year later or three years later whether they

ought to have been prophylaxes. They are telling you their

:ravel plan and you are advising them based on current

information.

The problem that we have in the donor selection

process is that you may be asking that donor that question

as much as three years after the travel where it would
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ffect their deferral. So the FDA’s concern is how accurate

s that

donor

xposed

ssence,

information going to be. You are potentially asking

who was in a malarious area whether they were

only during hours of bright daylight and you are, in

asking them did they go jogging shortly before or

.fter dawn? Did the cruise boat dock before dawn? Do they

.emember whether they stayed over that night?

You are asking that as much as three years later.

‘hat is part of what is concerning the FDA. So, you see, we

Lre really not begging the question of the underlying

;cience. If Drs. Ruebush and Parise tell me that mosquitos

Ion’t bite, well, I believe that. But the question is the

~ccuracy of the histories.

So that is why I have suggested that a way out is

ve could accept the scientific principle but put the burden

>f proof on the medical director to basically decide how

~onfident they can be in that history.

DR. HOLLINGER: But , Jay, just to clarify

~omething. Although the question is asked for three years

>Ut , in essence, for travelers from the U.S., it is really

one year that you are really looking at the history and that

is the only thing that they are going to have to remember.

If I traveled three years ago, that would not

~xclude me .

DR. EPSTEIN: You are correct. I am being
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technically precise because we have the semi-immune traveler

~here we are changing the policy to recognize that some of

:he delayed cases of malaria have been in semi-immune

Individuals who have, then, briefly traveled. So yes, the

najority of travelers would only have an applicable history

)f one year.

But , even so, w donor you recollect nine months

Later was it broad daylight. Did you take

DR. NELSON: Given the nature of

that sunset walk?

the risk and the

geographic distribution and real risk of malaria of a

:aribbean resort versus Africa or some places in Asia and

the much greater likelihood of falciparum, a potentially

fatal infection, being acquired from Africa, could we limit

this dusk-to-dawn recommendation or could the vote be on the

Americas rather than the world.

DR. HOLLINGER: Or anything except Africa?

DR. NELSON: Right . Wellr there are certain

places in India that I think have a high risk, and certainly

New Guinea. I would say limit it to the Americas.

DR. HOLLINGER: Dr. Ruebush or Dr. Parise, can you

tell me a little bit about--since, we are talking about

dusk-to-dawn, where do the anopheles rest during the

daytime? The reason for asking that, in my previous life, I

was an arbovirologist so I am very well aware of mosquitos

and the issues.
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1 remember when we were looking for a site of

ulex quinquefasciatis in Corpus Christi and couldn’t

etermine why these cases were ocdurring until we went down

n the storm sewers and found the mosquitos all resting down

n the storm sewers during the day. Of course, anyone

orking in the storm sewers clearly ran the risk of being

litten by a female mosquito.

So the issue has to do with where they are resting

.nd some of their feeding habits and so on. Could YOU

:nlighten us a little bit about that.

DR. RUEBUSH: During the day, most anopheles

]osquitos rest inside houses, inside some sort of buildings,

.n relatively

;ome may rest

)erhaps under

humid, dark, quiet, undisturbed environments.

outdoors under bridges or things like that,

leaves of bushes where it is shaded and they

ire not disturbed.

But most of them, at least the ones that the

nosquito collectors find, are generally within buildings.

DR. HOLLINGER: Thank you.

DR. FITZPATRICK: I have two questions and, for

~our discretion, I

statement. First,

~pdated and how do

has been updated.

cruise in a shaded

have what might be construed as a

for CDC, how often is the Yellow Book

you update the world that the Yellow Book

The other one, you mentioned a river

area. So are we going to have to ask our
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onors if they left the beach and took a walk in the

ropical forest in the dark shade?

DR. PARISE: In answer to your first question, the

‘ellow Book is updated every one to two years. Previously,

t had been every year. The last update was two years ago

,nd I believe the Division of Quarantine, who is responsible

“or the Yellow Book at CDC, is planning to do it on an

!very-two-year basis . The

:ellow Book, we put on the

changes that we make in the

Web. They are based on the WHO.

The second

~orest, that’s true.

:hat person could be

question about the mosquitos in the

It is possible that, in a dark forest,

more at risk if they went there during

:he day than somebody who went to somewhere that is not

shaded. I actually think Jay’s idea to--because this will

increase donor availability. I don’t have an idea of how

nany donors it is going to be because we don’t measure that

lere, but I think that allowing for this exposure criteria,

it is the blood bank director’s discretion to prove that

that really was a day trip is a very reasonable cause.

I agree that the recall bias that is present in

what we do with travelers versus blood donors who would

mainly fall into your category is a problem. But there are

some people that we talk to that are just very clear about

the timing of their trip.

DR. HOLLINGER: You said you had a statement?
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DR. FITZPATRICK: Whenever you--

DR. HOLLINGER:

lnd answer this.

DR. HEINTZELMAN

Oh; okay. Why don’t you go ahead

I will be very quick. Everyone

.s interested in having clear, concise guidance. I had

)osed this to our field investigators, one of the biologics

:xperts, who does blood banks and asked her how she felt

~bout this. And it is intriguing to note that she reflects

:he same concerns that everyone else has here. They want

;lear, implementable

=hey can inspect for

so in a fashion that

guidance that can be documented so that

compliance with the regulations and do

doesn’t lead to confusion.

It is the same wish that the blood banks have and

I am sure that it is the same that the government agencies

have . Trying to get to that point so it can be inspected

and verified is a bit of a challenge.

DR. KHABBAZ: I want to get back to a suggestion

or the question from Dr. Nelson, and that question

FDA . Is it possible to make a distinction between

Americas and either Asia and Africa or Africa with

the dusk-to-dawn question?

is to the

the

regard to

DR. NELSON: I think there is really a risk,

quantitative--qualitative, almost--difference in the risk

between travel to Africa and Asia. I have seen students, et

cetera, that have gone to visit their home town in Africa
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nd have come back with malaria. It is a real risk and the

isk is falciparum.

I wouldn’t feel comfortable

[onor who said that he can’t remember

~airobi from the game park. To me, I

taking blood from a

when he got back to

think that that is a

lifferent kind of a risk than a cruise ship.

DR. OHENE-FREMPONG: I just want to say, as a

:requent visitor to Africa, that the ultimate solution to

:his problem is to eradicate malaria.

DR. PARISE: I would just speak that we would not

~avor a distinction between the Americas and Africa for a

~ew reasons. One is, as I mentioned, the vector biology

ioesn’t really support the need although there is much more

nalaria transmission in Africa. The vector doesn’t support

it as well as the fact that--the bottom line, here, is when

YOU look at our data, the problem is really not in the cases

that are coming from these travelers.

It has mainly been in the immigrants or the people

that go to visit. There hasn’t been a case due to one of

these U.S. travelers who would mainly be the people doing

these day trips for the last over fifteen years.

So my impression is that it will add a level of

complexity that we are already trying to simplify things and

make clear.

DR. HEINTZELMAN: Are you referring to
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ransfusion-transmitted malaria or imported malaria, when

ou say there hasn’t been a case in the last fifteen years.

DR. PARISE: Transfusion.

DR. HEINTZELMAN: Not all of the reported malaria

ases.

DR. PARISE: In a person who was one--I mean, it

s typically going to be your U.S. resident who lives in the

hited States that goes somewhere and takes one of these day

rips . That is mainly the population that we are talking

lbout that is going to be affected

There hasn’t been a case in one of

Tears .

by the dusk-to-dawn.

those people for many

DR. MACIK: I guess is my confusion a little bit.

~hat are the numbers we are talking about? What real impact

is this on people who donate if you defer--outside the

nilitary, say, if you have traveled outside the states in a

{ear and if you have, then it falls to the discretion of the

~lood bank director to apply certain rules to those people.

It seems like we are spending a lot of time

:alking about stuff that--what is really the magnitude of

?eople that this is involving. I know that I have donated

blood recently and I know that it is quite irritating to sit

through all of these questions and go on and do these things

that keep getting asked to you.

It seems like there should be some bright points
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out . So what is really the

second point would be isn’t there a

ray to educate the public beforehand

)ecause what we are talking about is

about some of this

asking the public to

-emember, a year later, did you go out for this or that.

Shouldn’t there be some kind of thing that if you

:now that you are going to Africa, if you are going even to

;outh America, you get all this information you can possibly

Jet about where to go and what to do. One little stand

:hould say, “Just remember for the next year, when you get

lack, you need to know whether you went to this place or

:hat place and you may not be able to donate blood,” so that

~hose people have some education of the public beforehand

md not just when they are sitting down at the time of

mswering out a blood-donation form.

DR. VERTER:

for me the review you

I wonder if you could just clarify

made. You said there were 91 cases

that were reviewed from ’63 to ’95 or ’98 and you had data

on 58. Of the 58, if I recall correctly, 36, if the current

guidelines would have been followed, would have been

deferred and the other 22, the current guidelines were

irrelevant because the period of exposure was more than

three years.

so, using the current system, if I can use the

phrase, we had GMP, there would have been no change. This
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ddition or modification would not have changed anything for

he cases that you could follow, the 58 of the 19.

DR. PARISE:

orry.

DR. VERTER:

rhat I just presumed.

DR. PARISE:

I didn’t quite understand. I’m

I am just asking if I am correct in

About two thirds are because the

)rocess that we already have didn’t work. Those questions,

~lthough we think--I mean, even in this very last case,

‘Were you outside of the U.S. or Canada in the last three

Tears, “ to me, that is a very straightforward question. But

~t doesn’t always work and in the ’98 case, that specific

~uestion didn’t work.

And then, in the other one-third, it is basically

)ecause the parasite lasted longer than we have set up in

~hose criteria.

DR. VERTER: Therefore, any modification in the

mrrent guidelines wouldn’t have changed anything for those

58 cases.

DR. PARISE: The questions, if we talk about the

questions, those could potentially impact on those two-

thirds that failed in that screening process.

DR. VERTER: Then I misunderstood how you were

interpreting the screening process. I thought you meant

that if the screening process, as it now stands, had been
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ccurately followed completely, that those two-thirds would

ave been deferred.

DR.

DR.

ouldn’t have

DR.

DR.

DR.

PARISE : That’s right.

VERTER : Which means that this question

added anything to it.

PARISE : This dusk-to-dawn.

VERTER : Right .

PARISE : That’s right. The dusk-to-dawn;

‘ight. Sorry.

DR. NELSON: But put the current recommendation as

L relaxation, not a stringent thing.

DR. RUEBUSH: I just wanted to respond to the

;omment that was made about perhaps doing a better job from

)ur standpoint at CDC when we answer a phone call from a

)hysician or someone who is traveling overseas, something

.ike that in the materials that we produce to remind people

~bout the fact that yes, they would need to be deferred for

~ year.

We don’t routinely do that and yes, we could do a

>etter job in that both in terms of our direct-voice

~ommunications with travelers or physicians and what we

?ublish.

DR. HOLLINGER: Also, just to state the obvious,

the donors are lost for one year. That is not, as with so

nany other things, where they are lost indefinitely. So we
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re talking about, basically, a year deferral. Many people

‘ill not return to these areas .

Dr. Ohene-Frempong I don’t think would ever be

lble to donate, but so many of them will be coming back.

DR. KHABBAZ: I have a question and a comment.

~ctually I have two questions, maybe. One, the question

:hat we are dealing is one of relaxation based on how long

:hey have stayed in the area. There is also a proposed

~ddition in the FDA guidance which deals with the partial

~cquired immunity, basically, which proposes

Tears after a visit for people who were born

m extensive period of time.

adding three

or have lived

My question is what is the impact of that addition

in terms of numbers that might be additionally deferred.

rhat was the first one. Do we know? We don’t?

DR. HEINTZELMAN: We have no hard numbers, if you

are looking for number of donors that would be deferred.

There are no hard numbers for that.

DR. KHABBAZ: The other comment or question; I

note that the FDA is proposing a change of order of

questions starting with, “Were you born in the United

States?” and then querying about the last three years. The

AABB statement brought to my attention basically these

questions.

If somebody who was born outside of the United
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tates, I can see a point of asking that question. I cannot

.onate blood for other reasons, but just saying, “Forget it;

ou don’t want my blood.” So, the sensitivity of how the

:uestion--if there is a reason to ask this question ahead

.ecent travel, fine. But I am missing the rationale for

:hanging this order.

DR. PARISE: Actually, there was one point from

)efore that I had forgotten. That is what I wanted to

:larify and didn’t. In terms of relaxation, this is a

:elaxation in terms of dusk-to-dawn. But , from our

of

;tandpoint, this isn’t a relaxation in terms of the resorts

)ecause the previous 1994 memo referred to what we define in

)ur Yellow Book as malarious areas.

We have always said, in the Yellow Book, that the

najor resorts are okay. So that is not going to change.

I think the issue that I can respond to from my

perspective and then, if anyone from FDA or anyone else

tiants to comment on the questions, where we failed in some

>f these recent cases--we don’t have hard data on what

~appens in that interview. Sometimes, it is a “he said, she

said, “ situation where the donor can

~lood-collection agency says another

know.

say one thing and the

and we really don’t

But it is our impression that one problem that

might be happening is that, although the question is in the
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.ast three years, people who have moved here within the last

:hree years don’t consider that if they--no, they haven’t

Jone anywhere because, since they came, they haven’t gone.

]ut they came within three years.

Because most of the recent cases have been in

)eople from other countries, we are trying to get at a way

:0 know about that up front and then probe more. There may

)e better ways to word that and I think FDA is open to that.

DR. KHABBAZ: I think that is fine, but I would

support piloting these questions and field testing and

seeing how they work.

DR. OHENE-FREMPONG: It is really not a question

of where you were born. It is where you lived. I just

#onder if the question could be, “Were you born outside of

the United States or have you lived outside of the United

States. “

DR. MITCHELL: I did want some more information

about the impact of this and particularly the post-donation

information. We had asked before, there are 1200 cases of

post-donation information. I still don’t have a good sense

of what percentage of those are due to what kinds of answers

and I was

that .

wondering if there was someone who can provide

DR. HOLLINGER: I don’t think so, Mark. I don’t

think anyone could provide that information for you.
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DR. HOLLINGER:

DR. MITCHELL:

discussion that is under

---
121

As to what those questions are?

Yes.

Then, getting back to the

way right now, I think that it

rould be more sensitive to ask whether someone has traveled

)r lived outside of the U.S. within the last three years and

ust leave that as a question.

DR. HOLLINGER: I saw

Jut there, maybe to answer. Do

~uestion?

someone start to stand up

you have an answer to the

MS. JETT: Anecdotally, I know that some of the

:ases I have looked at in my own center are, the donor comes

~n at one visit and says, III traveled here and there. “ md

:hen the next time, when they come in, they have a slightly

iifferent take on where they have been and what they did.

so it is the donor giving different information on the next

interview that would be a post-donation information report.

DR. MITCHELL: So the information is more on where

they went.

MS. JETT : Yes. One time, they will report a

visit and it may be the details of if it was rural or urban

or maybe just having to mention this country or not that

they visited on the trip.

DR. MITCHELL: The reason I am asking that, then,

is because a day trip may make a big difference. It is my
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idn’t spend the night
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are less likely to remember if they

there. If they went on a cruise ship

nd they stopped at two places at day, it is hard to

emember all of those places.

MS . JETT : My subjective impression is when you

.re sitting in the donor chair, whether you are going to

[ive enough detail to make a good judgment on them just

lepends on how they feel that day or who is interviewing or

.f they feel like being chatty or not.

DR. BUSCH: Comments on two issues; in terms of

:ountry of birth, we do, in the REDS group, ask donors--it

LS not a required question but we have been eliciting

:ountry of birth along with other special questions of

~onors. I think about 3 percent of donors sort of refuse or

ion’t answer that question.

We have looked extensively at predictors of risk,

particularly incidence of infections. Country of birth is

lot an independent predictor of risk of HIV or other

seroconversion so there is no evidence, perhaps independent

of this malaria issue, that would justify deferring. So I

would agree with the comments about residents in as opposed

to country of birth probably being a more sensitive approach

to that issue.

The other general point--I wasn’t here yesterday

but I heard feedback in terms of all of the implications of
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ast-donation reports. Many, certainly, of these post-

onation information reports are these subtle deferral

ssues such as visiting areas or things like tatoos or

iercing and things like that.

You can argue whether or not those deferrals are

ery effective and justified in the first place. Certainly,

would suggest that it might be appropriate to make a

distinction as to whether such deferrals warrant

nvestigation after the fact. For example, I think my

.nderstanding is FDA is not going to require, if you have

,ived in Britain during the period that is now being

.mplicated as potential risk for new-variant CJD, you may be

leferred prospectively but that will not be a basis for a

)ost-donation report.

You will not have to retrieve product or

investigate product donations.

Distinction, I think, should be

So the same kind of

considered for many of these

soft, if you will, deferrals, that so many of these recalls

md potential investigations are driven by donors

acknowledging later that they maybe had a body piercing or

~atoo or something. It may be a basis for prospective

ieferral, but I think it shouldn’t be a basis for post-

3onation information investigation.

DR. HOLLINGER: I think one of the more important

things that you have provided us with, as I look at this
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nformation, was the fact that, at least recently, if YOU

re a U.S.-born traveler, there is little danger of

ransfusion-transmitted malaria if the guidelines are

ollowed or if they answer the proper questions. Is that a

orrect statement basically, that most of the cases of

ransfusion-transmitteds are occurring in individuals who

ave lived in an endemic area or immigrants or refugees

hat, perhaps, have P. malariae or something else or

lerhaps, even, falciparum that might be persisting longer

.han the time limit.

DR. PARISE: Let me tell you the data because I am

Lot sure--if the guidelines were not followed, actually,

Lbout half of those are U.S. travelers. Even our U.S.

:ravelers are not answering the questions right all the

:ime, and half of them are in the immigrant category,

refugee, et cetera.

Of the other cases that happen because of these

Long exclusionary periods, those, there are very few in U.S.

zravelers. That is sort of our aggregate data. When we

Look at our sort of analysis in recent years, the U.S.

traveler falls way down in, say, the ’80s and the ‘90s.

DR.

malaria.

DR.

DR.

HOLLINGER: For transfusion-transmitted

PARISE : That’s right.

HOLLINGER: Which is what we are really
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ealing with here today.

Dr. Linden, do

DR. LINDEN: I

125

you have any comments?

guess I am a little concerned with

hat appears to be a discordance of the information that CDC

as been giving to people that isn’t really consistent with

he FDA recommendations. I think that situation needs to be

econciled so that all of the federal agencies are giving

.niform information. So, whichever way we go, I think we

hould get together.

But , otherwise, it seems that this change is

-easonable. It sounds like, in part, it is sort of have

)een implemented already. But I agree with Dr. Epstein that

.t should be only if you can fully document that you know

:his is the case and if there is any question, you certainly

iefer.

DR. BOYLE:

ire talking about are

The travel exclusion questions that we

among the very few items, I believe,

in terms of risk factors that are relatively easy to

~alidate because you can get samples of people by

destinations very easily and you can test your questionnaire

GO see what the error rates are, whether or not they are

reporting what we suppose them to be.

The

DR.

DR.

question is has been done?

HOLLINGER: I would guess not.

BOYLE : Then I will make my statement. Since
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to find

articularly because you can pre-identify pretty much, and

hen those

ith, that

ittle bit

,re.

are discordant, obviously, you can follow up

it would be a good first step of learning a

about how good these screening questionnaires

DR. HOLLINGER: Dr. Fitzpatrick, you had a

:tatement.

DR. FITZPATRICK: I will make this brief. Jay

Llready brought up that the current policy is to defer and

:hat there is no dusk-to-dawn exclusion. And I am not sure

~hat percentage of donor centers are making exceptions or

:alling CDC.

In twenty-one years, I have managed six major and

ninor Army facilities that are donor centers and I was

responsible for policy in all of Europe. I don’t disagree

with the science at all. The science is valid. The science

is sound. But we have an implementation problem. We

~iscussed last meeting the problem between the interviewer,

the screener and the donor and perceptions and understanding

and the need for better questions and questionnaires.

We have data

transmissions were due

process. AABB and the

that says 62 percent of the

to a failure in the screening

ABC have, in both their statements,
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said that the donor history interview is critical and very

complex.

I think adding complexity to the interview will

increase the error-accident rate. I believe that we are

adding complexity to the interview. In order to not add

complexity to the interview and if current policy, as

dictated by the FDA is being followed, we are not impacting

the donor supply. If we enact this, you are loosening the

restrictions and increasing the donor supply. But, if

current policy is being followed, you are not decreasing the

donor supply.

And I have a problem with what Jay initially told

us in his interview. In the IOM study, he stated that the

precautionary paradigm is the one the FDA is following.

What we are going to hear about at TSE and British donor

deferral is an enactment of the precautionary paradigm. Yet

this, to me, is in conflict with enacting the precautionary

paradigm.

So Jay’s suggestion of a blanket deferral with

possible exceptions by the medical director may be the best

approach.

so, in short, I would say that I think the dusk-

to-dawn exclusion, while valid scientifically, increases the

complexity of implementation, increases an already very

complex difficult interviewer-donor situation, perception,
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mderstanding, communication area and I don’t see that the

rain is worth what we are talking about.

DR. HOLLINGER: Thank you.

I think I am going to call for the question. If

;omebody could put it up.

DR. NELSON: The current policy allows the medical

iirector of the blood bank to make an interpretation based

m CDC advice? What is the current recommendation? What is

it that we are going to change or vote to change?

DR. STRONCEK: practically speaking, if you are

3oing to make exceptions, you really have to have your SOPS

mitten very carefully.

exceptions. You want it

practical. As a medical

at this level of detail,

You don’t want to

well documented.

director, I would

that is very well

make a lot of

That is not

want something,

spelled out.

DR. EPSTEIN: The current guidance makes no

distinction regarding risk exposure based on time of day.

We do not recommend that that issue be further explored with

the CDC, although we have always respected the need and

value to consult CDC when there were questions about

geographic exposures because the FDA does not monitor areas

for risk of transmission. The CDC does.

But , really, what has happened is that blood

centers have gone beyond the existing guidance and asked

more subtle questions such as resorts, such as time of day.
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3ut it is not in the current FDA guidance.

DR. BUCHHOLZ: Jay, if I look at the current

~uidance and I have a donor that answers that question, and

I call CDC and, based on being educated or based on

!!Okay; you are in an urban areal “something I know, I say,

ar, “You were only in the daylight. ” And FDA inspectors

come in. Do I get a GIG then if I let that donor donate,

because I got advice from CDC or things I knew such as the

basis of science that have said, no problem. Yet, I would

guess that represents a compliance situation in terms of an

inspector coming in and reviewing my records.

DR. HOLLINGER: Dr. Chamberland?

DR. CHAMBERLAND: I will ask Monica or Trent to

comment or correct me but I think, and perhaps we are well

aware of feedback that we have gotten that there has been

disparity in information that CDC and FDA have advised on.

I think, from henceforth and maybe it has already been your

practice, the appropriate technical question to CDC is is

this person-donor, non-donor, traveler at risk for

acquisition of malaria and does this require institution of

chemoprophylaxis.

I don’t think, at all, that, as an agency, we

should be making decisions for medical directors of blood

banks determining donor suitability. Clearly, we don’t want

to be in conflict with FDA guidance or regulation in this
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lrea, so I think, as an agency, we have to be very careful

1S to our responses in this area, that it is probably not

appropriate for us to be making decisions about donor

suitability.

I think this is what is going to be the problem is

:hat CDC, as a public-health agency will be telling

individuals or medical directors, “No; this person is not at

risk for acquisition of

leeded. “ Blood bankers

malaria. Prophylaxis is not

and CDC will then be faced with

uonfusion and complexity. That is not to say we can’t work

~hrough it but, in talking with some of the blood bankers

rho also work as travel-clinic directors, they are going to

~e giving two sets of information out to people when the

traveler shows up in their travel clinic, “You are not at

risk for malaria based on what you told me. You don’t need

to take prophylaxis. But when you show up in my blood bank,

I am not going to let you donate. You will be deferred

because you pose a risk of malaria transmission to a

potential recipient. ”

So Trent and Monica, again, I just wanted to make

sure that you were in agreement with what I just said and

after the vote today and the subsequent guidance, that was

probably a better way to cast our role.

DR. RUEBUSH: We agree wholeheartedly. I think,

many times, the question comes to us from a blood bank or
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omething like that, llls there a risk of malaria in this

rea or in this situation?”

n the scientific knowledge

.alarious area when you are

And we have based our response

and we feel a daylight trip to a

spending the night in a non-

lalarious area, doesn’t represent a risk.

I think if the FDA guidance is different, we need

o be very careful in the future to make a distinction when

Te talk with someone on the phone that, for prophylaxis

)urposes, we would not consider a risk, we would not

:ecommend chemoprophylaxis, but you are calling us from a

)lood bank, in which case, the guidance is to do the

:ollowing. And we are prepared to do that.

DR. EPSTEIN: Speaking to Dr. Buchholz’ question

~hat the compliance approach would be if a medical director

~xempted a donor when that was not in the FDA guidance. I

3uess the answer is a little bit complex. The field

investigators do recognize the role of enforcement

discretion.

They generally would give a fair amount of

consideration to exercise of good medical judgment,

especially if it was well-documented what the basis of the

decision was.

Generally, we look askance at exceptions other

than those that are provided in the regulations based on

medical need. So, outside of the documented medical need
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hich is, of course, particularized to a patient, we sort of

ook very carefully. These kinds of inconsistencies, when

hey are noticed by the field, usually would surface back to

he center as a policy question, which is exactly how we get

.ere.

So I think it is not so straightforward as that

hey would simply take enforcement action or cite on a 483.

[ore often than not, they would then call us and say, “What

10 you expect us to do. Your guidance is unclear. ”

DR. HOLLINGER: I am going to have just two more

:omments and then we are going to call for the question.

DR. CHAMBERLAND: Before the question is called, I

~ondered--Jay, you had mentioned the possibility of

potentially allowing for some flexibility in override or

vhatever for medical directors to have some discretion about

ieferral. I wondered if you had crafted that in language

~hat could be voted upon because I am also keeping in mind

zhe statement from America’s Blood Centers which represents

~alf of the blood collectors in the United States which are

also asking for that flexibility.

Yes; we

the question that

all have heard comments on

there are people that want

both sides of

us to be very

black and white with no flexibility, but there are others

that would like that discretionary flexibility. So I will

leave it to the chairman, certainly, to decide on how the
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but you did raise this as an option

as how that translates into a

statement that could be considered by the committee.

DR. McCURDY: I have got a little bit of confusion

:hat I thought had been cleared up but I am not sure that it

lasr now. first, I think that difference between whether a

:raveler should take prophylaxis or not or whether a

traveler should be a donor or not when they come back are

iifferent.

I don’t think they can be answered by the same--I

think you have to differentiate between those two. The risk

of transfusion malaria appears to be of the order of two to

three cases per year. This is the same order of magnitude,

not quite as large, but it is the same order of magnitude as

the likely transmission of HIV infection by blood

transfusion in the present milieu.

I think transfusion-transmitted malaria is

frequently fatal. It is probably fatal because there is a

delay in diagnosis because nobody thinks about it. It is

probably fatal because transfusions are given to sick people

who will not tolerate an additional illness.

I think it is likely under-reported so the two to

three cases per year probably doesn’t represent the total

cases . I want to be sure that CDC is differentiating in

their advice between the risk of being a donor and the risk
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f chemoprophylaxis where you must balance the potential

roblems of the drug versus the risk of malaria.

I think those are vastly different.

DR. HOLLINGER: I think Dr. Ruebush did comment

bout that. I think you are right, Paul. They need to be

distinguished.

I am going to call for a vote on the question.

The question is written up there. !TDO the committee members

;upport a change in the current blood-donor policy to allow

:or travel to areas endemic for malaria when travel exposure

vas limited to hours of bright daylight?”

As we said before, a vote of yes means to allow

;ravelers to malarious areas during daylight hours to serve

as blood donors and a vote of no means to stay with the

mrrent proposals for deferral of travelers to malarious

areas regardless of the time of day. It is fairly

straightforward.

All those in favor of this change in the current

blood policy raise your hands.

[Show of hands.]

DR. HOLLINGER: All those opposed?

[Show of hands.]

DR. HOLLINGER:

[No response.]

DR. HOLLINGER:

Anyone abstaining?

Dr. Buchholz?
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DR. BUCHHOLZ: I vote no.

DR. HOLLINGER: Ms. Knowles?

MS. KNOWLES: No.

DR. SMALLWOOD: The results of voting are as

:Ollows: there were 5 “yes” votes, and that includes the

Tote left by Dr. Koerper. There were 9 “no” votes. No

~bstentions. The consumer representative agreed with the

‘no” vote. And the industry representative agreed with the

‘no” vote. There are 14 members eligible to vote including

=he vote that was left by

DR. HOLLINGER:

2hamberland brought up is

Dr. Koerper.

I think the issue that Dr.

very important regarding what one

nas in the guidance regarding the role of

3irector or others to make some decisions

#hat the ABC had indicated. I don’t know

the medical

regarding this and

how we are going

to deal with that, or if we should deal with it or anything.

I think the comments were made.

We have got a few minutes here before we break

here for lunch. But does anybody have any comments about

what Dr. Chamberland mentioned or any thoughts about it?

DR. ELLISON: I would have preferred to see some

kind of a discretion. It would have certainly have

influenced by vote. I agree with Dr. Fitzpatrick’s comments

as far as that question which we are asked. I don’t think

the question allowed the leeway, the medical-director
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,iscretion, that I think is essential.

DR. HOLLINGER: Right now, I think it is pretty

!lear. It has clarified the issue, I think, for both the

:oncerns that they have.

MS . KNOWLES: I do have a suggestion in terms of

laybe a tool to help with the Yellow Book being on the Web

md that is that there is a really good computer program via

:he Internet called Mapquest. If the two of

.ntegrated, that probably would help solve a

pestions.

DR. HOLLINGER: Thank you.

those could be

lot of those

DR. NELSON: I know there are a lot of travel

;linics that advise people on, often, malaria prophylaxis

md vaccines. I think they rarely mention the issue of

ieferral from blood donation afterwards based on travel and

low the risk that would lead to prophylaxis might be

lifferent from the lower risk but much greater consequence

>f a transfusion-transmitted infection.

I think of travel clinics, and there is now an

organization of travel clinics. They have meetings, et

netera--I think that there should be an effort to educate

travel clinics about this issue. My sense is that it has

not been done very much to date.

DR. HOLLINGER: I think we will take a break now

until 1 o’clock. We will return here at 1 o’clock for the
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.ext meeting which will be on HTLV.

[Whereupon, at 12 o’clock p.m., the proceedings

‘ere recessed to be resumed at 1 o’clock p.m.]
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DR. HOLLINGER: We will begin the

;ession on Development of HTLV Supplemental

speaking, we will keep you to your assigned

138

lNGS

[1:05 p.m.]

afternoon

Tests . Those

times . If yOU

Were not assigned a time, then we will assign you one.

This is an important issue, the development of

3TLV supplemental tests so we want to have plenty

lave some discussion if we need to. We are going

of time to

to start

Jut with an introduction and background by Dr. Cowan, Senior

Staff Scientist, Laboratory of Molecular Virology, DTTD.

Development of HTLV Supplemental Tests

Introduction and Background

DR. COWAN: Thank you very much.

[Slide.]

I would like to begin by presenting to you the

goal for this last session of the meeting which is HTLV

supplemental testing.

[Slide.]

That goal is, to promote to the best of our

ability, the submission of INDS for HTLV supplemental tests.

There are currently no licensed supplemental tests for HTLV

to follow up specimens that are repeatedly

screening tests.

It is our intention to work with
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research-used tests to remedy that situation. To that end,

you will hear the following presentations.

[Slide.]

You will first hear a series of presentations on

HTLV testing of U.S. blood donors. I will present an

overview addressing some of the issues related to HTLV

supplemental testing. Next, Dr. Susan Stramer will speak

about the resolution of reactive HTLV screening test results

with estimates on the number of specimens that would require

supplemental testing. Dr. Michael Busch will then speak

about clinical experience with HTLV supplemental tests.

After this discussion of clinical HTLV testing,

you will hear two presentations that may offer funding

opportunities to support licensure of HTLV supplemental

tests by Susan Pucie from NHLBI and Pat Robuck from tlie

Office of Orphan Products Development at FDA.

[Slide.]

To begin with the overview, why are we concerned

about HTLV. There are two reasons. First, HTLV is

associated with disease. By HTLV, of course, I am referring

to HTLV I and HTLV II, retroviruses that are closely related

to one another. HTLV I is known to be the etiologic agent

of primarily two diseases, adult T-cell leukemia and HTLV-I-

associated myelopathy, tropical spastic paraparesis,

although other disease associations have been described as
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tiell.

HTLV II also appears to be associated with a

3AM/TSP-like disease. The second reason that we are

~oncerned about HTLV I and HTLV II is that they are

transmitted very efficiently by transfusion with the rate of

approximately 63 percent for HTLV I.

As a result, on November 29, 1988, FDA issued a

memorandum to blood establishments recommending testing of

donations of whole blood and cellular components for

transfusion for antibodies to HTLV I with licensed FDA

tests .

[Slide.]

Subsequently, on August 15, 1997, FDA issued the

guidance to industry on donor screening for antibodies to

HTLV II recommending that blood establishments implement

donor screening for antibodies to HTLV II using licensed

tests .

[Slide.]

The testing algorithm for donor screening for

antibodies to HTLV introduced in the 1988 document is shown

here characterized colloquially as a “two strikes and you’re

out” algorithm. Primary screening of blood donors is

performed using an EIA. A donation that tests repeatedly

reactive by EIA is destroyed but the donor is not notified

of the test result.
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The donor is also eligible for future donations

md non-reactive donations may be used until another

:epeatedly reactive test result is obtained on a subsequent

~onation even if there had been a series of intervening non-

reactive test results.

At this point--that is, the second repeatedly

reactive test result, the donor is indefinitely deferred

~rom donating blood.

[Slide.]

~ additional testing algorithm was introduced in

che August 1997 guidance document to industry on donor

screening for antibodies to HTLV II. In this case, a

specimen from a single donation that tests repeatedly

reactive using the primary screening test may be tested by a

second licensed screening test of a different type for HTLV

II and HTLV II antibodies.

using the

destroyed

counseled

donation.

However, if the specimen tests repeatedly reactive

second screening test, then the donation is

and the donor is indefinitely deferred and

on the basis of test results on this single

If, on the other hand, there is a non-reactive

result using the second screening test, then the unit is

destroyed but the donor remains eligible for future

donations as in the single EIA testing algorithm.
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[Slide. ]

However, there is an important piece of the

.esting algorithm that is missing.

.997 document as well as an earlier

As stated in the August

statement from FDA,

ionors with repeatedly reactive donations should be

permanently deferred whenever additional, more specific

:ests confirm that the donor has antibodies to HTLV I or

lTLV II and utilization of investigational additional more

~pecific tests may be useful in notification and counseling

>f donors with repeatedly reactive screening tests for

mtibodies to HTLV I or II.

Having said that, we are now at the issue of the

natter at hand, and that is, at

lo FDA-licensed additional more

mtibodies to HTLV I or HTLV II.

the present time, there are

specific tests for

This statement is taken as

a quote from the 1997 guidance to industry on donor

screening for antibodies for HTLV II and it still holds true

today.

[Slide.]

As you are aware, supplemental tests provide more

specific information about EIA reactivity, defining that

reactivity in terms of antibodies to particular viral

proteins as opposed to general reactivity to various

populations of antibodies or false positive reactions.

These tests are typically immunoblots such as
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estern Blots or strips continuing viral peptides or

ecombinant antigens. The lack of availability of licensed

TLV I-II supplemental tests impacts at least two sectors

hich you will hear more about later.

First, blood banks are suffering the indefinite

oss of valuable donors who cannot be reentered into the

Lonor pool. Second, blood donors cannot be counseled

Appropriately following a repeatedly reactive screening

est. Dr. Strainer

.ssue. The impact

)lood donor cannot

[Slide.]

and Dr. Busch will speak directly to this

of a false-positive test result on a

be ignored.

Why are there no licensed supplemental tests for

ITLV I and HTLV II? One historical reason is that research

~se, or only RUO tests, have been used for donor counseling.

Iowever, I must emphasize here, as I have in a previous

presentation before this committee, that RUO tests should

lot be used for donor or patient-testing or

~xcept under the terms of an IND exemption,

LO the Code of Federal Regulations.

Another reason

II supplemental tests is

for the absence of

communicated to me

counseling

this according

licensed HTLV I-

by a number of

individuals in industry on numerous occasions is that the

number of samples that would require supplemental testing

may simply be too small to justify the expense of licensure
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This is due to both a low incidence of HTLV I and

2 HTLV II in the U.S. and to the specificity of the currently

3 licensed HTLV I-II screening tests. Dr. Strainer will be

4 addressing this point next.

5 [Slide.]

6 II I would like to end with the following request

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

from the committee; as you listen to the various

presentations in this session, I would ask that you please

provide us with general comments on strategies to promote

the development of licensed supplemental tests for HTLV.

Thank you very much.

DR. HOLLINGER: Thank you.

The next presentation is going to be Dr. Strainer

from the American Red Cross.

Presentation

DR. STRAMER: Thank you.

[Slide.]

This is the topic that I was asked to cover today,

resolution testing of HTLV screening tests repeatedly

reactive blood donor samples. I will take you through an

evolution of a process leading to where we are today with

the dual EIA algorithm.

[Slide.]

As far as background, as Elliott Cowan just

reported, currently there are no routinely available
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upplemental tests for anti-HTLV I-II confirmation. Data I

ill show you shows that those that are available under IND,

‘hich includes one test, has indeterminate rates greater

han 70 percent.

As Dr. Cowan also mentioned, an HTLV I-II

llgorithm is proposed in which repeat-reactive donations

;rom the primary screen are then tested using a second

.icensed EIA of a different type and the use of this dual

11A algorithm was coincident with the implementation of HTLV

:-II screening in February, actually February 15, of 1998.

According to this dual EIA algorithm, concordant

repeat reactives are then tested by an investigational

~estern blot and the investigational Western blot is

manufactured by Cambridge Biotech.

[Slide.]

The American Red Cross notified FDA of its intent

co perform this algorithm on February 10, 1998 and, again, I

said it was meant to be

of HTLV I-II screening.

coincident with the

We received verbal

implementation

approval and

then received written approval on March 15 of this year but,

within our approval letter and relevant, as you will see, to

some of the results I will show you, is FDA asked us to

change the interpretation, the interpretive criteria,

recommended by the manufacturer of the IND reagent.

The IND reagent states that you need to have two
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.nd one from envelope which can

.s a recombinant protein or the

Iirectly which is gp46.
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that is, one from core, p24,

be recombinant GP21e which

viral lysate protein

This is relevant because p21e has high rates of

~onspecific reactivity and that will come through in the

~ata. But what FDA requested is that we maintain the Public

lealth Service criteria which is not what the IND requires

>ut what uses a positive interpretation requiring p24 and

3p46 .

[Slide.]

For the dual EIA data that I will show you--that

is, data subjected to the dual EIA algorithm--approximately

$7 whole-blood donations were screened using an anti-HTLV I-

11 kit and we used Organon Teknika as our primary kit:

Repeat reactives were then tested by a second licensed HTLV

I-II kit, Abbott. Concordant repeat reactives were tested

by the investigational Cambridge blot, as I stated.

When we initially implemented this test, we worked

with Community Blood Center of Greater Kansas City to also

qualify the reverse of this algorithm; that is, for blood

centers who begin with Abbott and then would use, as their

reflex test, Organon. So I will show you a small amount of

data showing how the reverse algorithm looks.

Then, in a larger study that we just completed,
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ooking at what is the supplemental test reactivity of

iscordant EIAs, we have looked at that in the presence

oth directions of the algorithm; that is, we took 200

147

of

amples from blood-systems laboratories in collaboration

ith Mike Busch and Sally Caglioti and they were tested

irst by Abbott and then by Organon.

With Red Cross samples, we took 128 Organon repeat

.eactives and then tested them by Abbott. All samples were

:ested, whether they were concordant EIA-reactive or

discordant EIA-reactive, by both the Cambridge

.nvestigational western blot and also by a research test-kit

:eferred to as a strip immunoassay or recombinant immunoblot

~ssay RIBA, which is the same technology that was recently

Licensed for hepatitis C.

[Slide.]

To give you first some historical perspective on

tihat our expectations are for HTLV, this shows you Red Cross

~ata that I have shown at BPAC committees previously. It

oovers the year-and-a-half period of time between 1996 and

1997 before the Red Cross made some changes in their

screening test methodology.

Here you can see what the prevalence of HTLV that

we would expect in a blood-donor population is relative to

10,000 donations. So our expectation is 10 per 100,000

donations. You can see here how that fits relative to other
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1 viral markers we screen for.

2 [Slide.]

3 When we made a switch from the Abbott HTLV I kit

4 to the Cambridge HTLV I kit, we noticed a dramatic change.

5 Now , we changed vendors in June of 1997 and both algorithms

6 involved a screening test followed by the Cambridge Biotech

7 western blot. The issue with our change was the Cambridge

8 EIA contained the exact same antigens as the western blot.

9 Therefore, one would infer that what is repeat-reactive by

10 the antigens of I would still be repeat-reactive by the

11 antigens of the second test.

12 In fact, that is exactly what happened. So, if

13 you compare two three-month periods of time, the three

14 months just before we stopped the test and the three months

15 when we introduced the new test, what is really compelling

16 here are two points; one, that no matter what we do on

17 western blot, we always see high rates of indeterminate.

18 Secondly, when we went from the Abbott test to the

19 Cambridge test, all of a sudden, the number of positives we

20 were reporting doubled. So that is a significant problem

21 because we can’t ignore a positive test result.

22 [Slide.]

23 Looking at the quality of the blot, you can see

24 why the indeterminate rate is so high. What I am going to

25 show you are manufacturing defects in the blot that occur
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uring the electropheresis in construction of a western

lot .

Here you can

‘hat is when the glass

see what is referred to as smiling.

plates generally aren’t clean and we

lee antigens not electrophoresing completely linearly. The

~ther thing you see on this blot are a tremendous number of

‘iral bands that indicate not true positivity in these cases

)Ut, in fact,

?here is just

)oor quality.

false positivity. There are HLA bands here.

background on the blot. Generally, they are

[Slide.]

Here you can see another blot batch. Here you

~ctually see a hole in the gel so this is on the positive

oontrol although it doesn’t affect the area that you read.

\gain, non-specific viral bands--this is probably the only

:rue positive of all the strips that I have shown you. Here

is the p21e recombinant reactivity.

[Slide.]

The next three graphs are the ones that have the

line that is very important to see. It is in pink. This

shows you historically what has now happened

switched EIAs. One would expect, under CGMP

when we

testing, using

an FDA-licensed product on a relatively stable population,

that, week-to-week, lot-to-lot, our numbers should be

consistent and should be not fluctuating.
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With the Abbott product, during each fall, we

‘ould see a rise in initial and repeat reactivity due to

:ross-reactivity of flu-shot vacinees so that would occur in

he fall. Then, when we switched to the Cambridge EIA, our

-epeat-reactive rates skyrocketed as well as the initial

:ates. We were pleased when we switched, then, to Organon

)ecause, on the first two months, the rates went down.

But then what happened, in response to a request

:rom FDA to increase the sensitivity of the kit based on a

.ot-release number, we saw a tremendous increase in repeat

:eactivity here. You can see a mean during these weeks of

~reater than 0.2 percent. As Elliott said, without

supplemental testing, we have to tell donors something about

:hese results.

Then they were allowed to recalibrate their.kit to

lot exceed the levels that FDA requested it to on the lot-

release panel and we saw a decrease. But now, what is

~appening, is we are seeing another increase. So the point

in showing you this graph is that the screening repeat-

reactive rates are not stable product-to-product.

[Slide.]

When we switched to the Organon HTLV I-II kit, we

wanted to make sure that the sensitivity of our primary

screen and the reflex screen, the second EIA, were

comparable. So we asked the manufacturer for some
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us their

trial .

You can see this from S/COs

ested on the Abbott kit, they showed

of 1 to 2. Then, when

very comparable

ensitivities so we could see out of the FDA validated

linical trials the most weekly reactive confirmed-positive

amples had equal strengths on both kits. So we felt

onfident that we could proceed forward.

[Slide.]

The data to date, for 7 million whole-blood

lonations is as follows with the dual EIA. I will now show

~ou its stability over time. The Organon Teknika; again, we

;creened 7 million blood donations with a repeat-reactive

:ate of 0.12 percent. So this is the number that we start

rith.

Over this period of time, which is over a y-r,

:hat includes 8,661 blood donors, we then tested those donor

~amples by Abbott. Only 35 percent were concordant repeat-

ceactive. So, just by doing the second EIA, we eliminated

over half and, in this study,

mnecessarily being tested by

If you look at this

65 percent of samples from

western blot.

as a concordant repeat -

reactive rate, that is about a 0.94 percent repeat-reactive

rate which is really what we would like to see for the

reactivity of the primary screen. Those samples were then
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western blot and here you see, if you look at

concordant repeat-reactive, what the outcome of

he blot results were.

Again, 73 percent indeterminate. So it is this

Ilot that is generating a

lumbers of indeterminate.

llSO said, are not tested

lot of problems regarding high

The non-reactives, as Elliott

further by the second EIA and

hose donors remain eligible for a second donation, although

heir repeat-reactive donation is destroyed.

[Slide.]

I wish this were clearer

~ thousand words. These represent

required for confirmatory testing.

because this slide speaks

samples per week that are

That sample, incoming

samples into my lab–-I run a confirmatory lab to the Red

:ross--represents the fluctuation that we see week-to~week

Erom product-to-product with HTLV.

This represents, initially, what we started with

tiithAbbott.

I’hen we went

increase and

This represented the increase with Cambridge.

to Organon. We saw a dip. Then we saw the

then another dip and now another increase.

[Slide.]

To look at the impact of the second EIA--and,

again, I apologize regarding the colors--the blue, again,

represents the number of incoming samples. The green line

represents those samples that are non-reactive by the second
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LISA or ones that we do not have to do supplemental testing

n. so, again, this represents 65 percent and it represents

lrobably false positives from the primary screen.

The red or pink line down here represents the

otal number of concordant

~estern blot. You can see

:table and that is because

repeat reactives that go on to

that this line is relatively

we are screening out most of the

~alse positives with the second EIA.

[Slide.]

Looking at true positives following western blot,

lust western blot positives, this is what we see over the

:hree tests. You will see the impact of the false positives

m the supplemental or Cambridge western blot. With the

lbbott test, over

1.00,000 donations

When we

skyrocketed to 23

time, we generally saw, as I said, 10 per

as confirmed

converted to

per 100,000.

positive.

Cambridge, that number

Again, we believe that is an

artifact using the same kit for screening and confirmatory.

!JOW that we are back with Organon using the dual EIA

algorithm and the western blot, we are back now to 10 per

100,000. You can see that relatively stable over the

Organon product.

[Slide.]

As I said when we first started this testing, we

also qualified the reverse algorithm. These are the data
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rom Community Blood Center of Greater Kansas City in

collaboration with Gary Tegmire. These were the Red Cross

lata from the first five months.

We initially saw a primary screening repeat-

:eactive rate of 0.10. Then, at that time, only 45 percent

)f those were repeat-reactive on the second EIA for an

>verall repeat-reactive rate of 0.05 percent. This is a

little bit lower than what I have shown you on the previous

;lide of 35 percent.

But , going from Abbott to Organon, in the

>eginning when Abbott was first licensed, the specificity

tiasn’t so good. So the importance of the second EIA was

tery, very needed because it eliminated 90 percent of the

Ealse positives, a much higher number than here, and yielded

m overall repeat-reactive rate by both directions of the

~lgorithm that was relatively comparable.

[Slide.]

Looking at this now in a more recent study, also

qualifying both sides of the algorithm, it is going from

Abbott to Organon and Organon to Abbott, what we tested were

200 samples from BSL, Blood Systems Laboratory. They were

Abbott repeat-reactive, Organon nonreactive. We actually

tested all of the discordant EIAs by supplemental testing so

we could see if there were any positives not detected.

Of 150 that were discordant, or 75 percent, none
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f them were Western blot positive.

[Slide.]

Looking at a similar study from the Red Cross, we

.ad three samples here out of 128 total screened that

ncluded 93 that were discordant EIA-reactive. We,

mfortunately, had three that were RIBA positive. This is

.he RUO test. A certain explanation of this is that they

ire false positives so we investigated further. These

;amples, actually, by western blot had only very strong p21

:eactivity according to PHS criteria but extremely strong

121 reactivity.

We tested them by another construct of p21e that

las a piece of the recombinant protein truncated that is

supposed to represent the non–specific region. All three

samples were nonreactive with the more specific 21e

nonstruct. They also were negative by immunofluorescence

md by RIPA in the state of California.

[Slide.]

So if you put all the data together for BSI and

Red Cross in this first study of 200 screened in 128, only

about 25 percent were

the overall Red Cross

concordant repeat-reactive similar to

number I showed you of 35 percent.

Similar results were obtained by RIBA and western blot for

confirmatory testing also similar to those that I showed you

from Red Cross experience total, which included about
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4 percent being positive.

Now ,

here was one

ndeterminate

when we looked at the Red Cross samples,

sample here that was western blot

and RIBA positive. Is that a false negative

)r a false positive. That sample is undergoing further

:tudy.

[Slide.]

This now combines a larger dataset of 200 Red

;ross samples and 200 BSI samples, just to look at a two-by-

:WO table comparing the performance of western blot to RIBA.

Jhen we did a statistical analysis to say, are these methods

~imilar?” the statistics said no, they were significantly

iifferent.

The reason that these were significantly different

~as because of this cell that represented 47 percent of the

~ata that is western-blot indeterminate, those problem

samples that I showed you that were all RIBA negative. This

tiould all be well and good if we had concordance on

gositivity for both assays, but, on this testing, we have 12

western-blot-positive samples that were RIBA negative and we

also had one western-blot-indeterminate sample that was RIBA

positive.

so, in order for us to assess the sensitivity of

these methods, further testing needs to be done because

there appears to be some discordance. But the methods were
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)rimarily not related because of the high numbers of

vestern-blot indeterminates.

[Slide.]

so, summary and conclusions; the unavailability of

3TLV supplemental tests having validated sensitivity and

specificity have forced alternate strategies to be examined.

Fluctuating repeat-reactive rates and screening test-kit

~erformance have placed further pressure on the need for

3TLV supplemental tests.

Screening and supplemental tests should not

contain the same manufacturer antigens. The dual EIA

strategy reduces the number of samples requiring western

blot by at least 65 to 75 percent, consequently greatly

reducing indeterminate rates.

[Slide.]

And even with

high numbers of samples

the use of the dual EIA algorithm,

require further supplemental

testing. The availability of HTLV I supplemental tests is

limited and the quality of the one available is poor and

RIBA may offer a more specific alternative to western blot

once sensitivity has been fully qualified.

Thank you.

DR. HOLLINGER: Thank you, Dr. Strainer. Any

questions for Dr. Stramer regarding the information she

presented? So the percentage of positives that are EIA--I
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~an, with a different test, the number that you are left

ith, finally, how does that make. How many donors? What

srcent of the donors would, therefore, under this

ircumstance, be ineligible?

DR. STRAMER: From the small study we just did

ith BSI and with our small number of samples, that was

5 percent. So it is 25 percent of the repeat reactives

hich is 0.12 percent. 25 percent is 0.12 percent of

.04 percent.

DR. HOLLINGER: Okay; so the 0.04 percent.

DR. STRAMER: Which is really what I reported for

he concordant repeat-reactive rate. So it is about

.04 percent is the total demand

DR. HOLLINGER: If yOU

~any would that further

DR. STRAMER:

livide the samples into

md the answer to your

;he performance of the

:hat all of them would

(

1

for supplemental testing.

had supplemental tests, how

reduce?

The supplemental test would then

negative indeterminate and positive

guestion would be it would depend on

supplemental test. We would hope

be negative with very few positives,

Jut we know that is unrealistic.

DR. HOLLINGER: Thank you.

DR. KHABBAZ: I have a question for Sue. Clearly,

~rom the time that I knew HTLV better than now, and was

involved with HTLV, things seem to have deteriorated with
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supplemental tests.

My question is what happened with the western blot

hat had I- and II-specific glycoproteins whose performance,

.s I recall, and I don’t have the numbers, was much better

.han what you have now.

DR. STRAMER: You are referring to the Diagnostic

biotechnology blot which is now referred to as the GeneLabs

)lot. In your era of HTLV, there was the version 2.3 which

.s now the 2.4 soon to be the 3.0. But , anyway, that

)roduct was distributed in the United States under RUO

labeling and it was being used for blood-donor counseling

vhich is against the CFR that Dr. Cowan replied, so the

product had to be removed from circulation.

They weren’t following the guidelines as Cambridge

tias. They never filed an IND.

DR. NELSON: Will these supplemental tests--will

the western blot or RIBA differentiate HTLV I and II?

DR. STRAMER: The one problem with the Cambridge

blot and actually reported in the U.S. Public Health Service

guidelines is it says that one guide to differentiate HTLV I

from HTLV II is p19 or p24 reactivity. That is really not

the way to do it.

The RIBA does have, and I should have mentioned

this but didn’t, HTLV I and, separate, HTLV 2 enveloped

glycoproteins . So you can confirm and distinguish HTLV I
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rom HTLV II by specific peptide which the blot does not

.ave. The blot that Rims referred to did differentiate but

hat is no longer available in the United States.

This western blot that I showed you is probably

absolutely first-generation.

DR. KHABBAZ: The other one had a I- and II-

;pecific glycoprotein recombinant or peptide––

DR.

DR.

STRAMER : Right .

OHENE-FREMPONG : Is there a nucleic-acid test

.n development?

DR. STRAMER: HTLV is a cellular-associated virus.

[t doesn’t circulate freely in a viremic phase the way HIV

~oes or HCV, so we can’t do a plasma-based PCR. You can do

uellular-based PCR but that requires cells and it is not

~omething that is conducive to routine supplemental testing

There have been reports of serum-based HTLV PCR,

Out that has not been very well reproduced.

DR. NELSON: Have the donors been followed? Are

nest of the HTLV donors from endemic areas and the 11s are

drug users?

DR. STRAMER: I think the epidemiology of HTLV has

been pretty consistent. We see a predominance--and I don’t

want to use Red Cross data because that is based on p19 and

p24 and I have zero confidence in that reporting methods.

But , from REDS data, and I think Michael may hit on this, we
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elieve most of them are HTLV 11s still and risk factors,

rug use. I think the epidemiology for HTLV has been pretty

onsistent.

DR. HOLLINGER: The next presentation will be by

r. Busch on the clinical experience

esting. Dr. Busch represents Blood

rwin Center.

with HTLV supplemental

Centers of the Pacific,

Clinical Experience with HTLV Supplemental Testing

DR. BUSCH: Thank you.

[Slide.]

I am glad to be able to address this topic. It

~as been one that has really been a problem for ten years or

lore and it is a more general problem than just HTLV. The

.ssue of adequate supplemental assays for donor infectivity

;creening tests has continued to be a problem for all:of the

markers where,

flore sensitive

financially or

basically, as the companies bring forward

screening tests, there is not much incentive

from a regulatory perspective for them to

invest in the appropriate supplemental test to complement

:he screening test.

So we have really been handcuffed in terms of the

3onor notification site of this for a number of years for

all of the viruses.

[Slide.]

So I am going to slightly more generalize my
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;O FDA that I thought would be distributed and

But , in any event, I would refer you
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some papers

they weren’t.

to an

:ditorial I wrote several years ago that really tried to

10CUS on the adverse impact of the lack

supplemental tests on our blood donors.

:rom all these tests put together, well

of adequate

As you can imagine,

over a percent of

>lood donations are detected as reactive on one or more of

:hese screening assays and the donors are usually deferred

md have to be notified and counseled and, often, in the

~bsence of adequate--and, certainly, adequate FDA-approved

supplemental assays.

A couple of just general, fundamental problems.

3ne is that as the companies, again, bring forward enhanced

screening EIAs, the lack of capacity to bring forward

complementary enhanced supplemental tests to adequately

notify these donors.

What we have been documenting over the last few

years is a fairly high rate of false-positive supplemental-

test results. This have been well-documented now in the

context of HIV where, in the range of about 10 percent of

all donors who were being notified that they are HIV western

blot-positive in fact have patterns that are indicative, and

a high proportion of those represent non-infected donors who

have non-specific patterns on HIV western blot.
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1 On HTLV western blot, again, in the range of

2

3

4

5

6

7

probably 10 to 20 of donors who are scoring positive on the

Cambridge biotechnology blot are actually false-positive

blots . I will get into that as well.

On both HIV and HTLV immunofluorescence assay,

false positivity has now been well documented. For

hepatitis B surface antigen and p24 antigen neutralization

8 assays, there is a fairly high rate of false positivity.

9 For HIV, there are probably 20 false neutralization tests

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

for every true neutralization positive that has been

reported.

Even with some of the earlier recombinant tests,

like HCV RIBAs, there was interpretive criteria that

resulted in false-positive notifications and, indeed, as we

have begun to evaluate the new-generation HTLV supplernentals

such as the Biotechnology blot or the HCV HTLV I-II RIBA,

those do have much lower rates but still have some problems

18 with false-positive results.

19 You can just imagine the impact on donors, many of

20

21

22

23

24

25

whom are told they are false positive and only years later

do we really understand this issue and the dilemma of going

back to these donors who were told they were infected with

these viruses and coming back, years later, and trying to

tell them that we made a mistake, if we ever get to the

point of retesting all those samples and sorting it out.
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Another big area that has been just a chronic

lroblem is, as Sue alluded to, the very high rates of

ndeterminate results using these viral lysate-based assays.

;O we are running in the range of 30 to 50 percent of blood

lonors who are repeat-reactive for HIV are reported out as

.ndeterminate on the FDA-licensed western blots and, using,

lgain, viral-lysate assays such as the Cambridge or the

;piked blots from Biotechnology GeneLabs, we see 70 to

10 percent of these donations are reactive on one band or

mother and the donors are being notified that they have an

indeterminate test result.

Then, in terms of discrimination of viral

subtypes, for none of the viruses, HIV, HTLV or hepatitis C

~re there approved methods for detecting subtypes which, in

some cases, have great clinical relevance.

Now , the problem here really has to

of the economics and regulatory issues around

do with sort

supplemental

~ssays . There is a fundamental problem simply economically

in that the market for supplemental tests is much, much

lower than for screening assays.

So the companies

getting better competitive

focused their resources on

screening tests developed,

manufactured and licensed and tend to minimize the focus

just enough to get them through the trials. And test like

HTLV, where the market is relatively low, where the whole
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>rld doesn’t screen, the numbers of screened donations that

=quire supplemental testing are so low that the companies

asically are not willing to go through the continued

evelopmental and regulatory channels.

AS a result, in addition, the FDA’s policies, I

hink, have been somewhat misguided in this area. Usually,

he FDA looks at licensing a supplemental test in concert

ith approving a donor reinstatement protocol. So they are

ery critical of the assays requiring that they have head-

o-head or improved sensitivity compared to the screening

,ssays and, also, obviously, good specificity.

So that has resulted in very intense scrutiny of

he assay sensitivity during the regulatory process which

;akes years and during the time that a company is trying to

Jet approval for a supplemental test, there is a new

:creening test that comes along that has to build in type O

>r has slightly better window-phase sensitivity.

So a supplemental test that really was excellent

md still is a great improvement over what we have is not

~ble to get through the regulatory hoop. So we are

~asically, at this point, in terms of many of these agents--

really, there are, to my knowledge, no really state-of-the-

~rt supplemental tests going to FDA for HIV, HTLV, even

though these assays are being widely used elsewhere in the

world and they have been developed and are much better than
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he current viral lysate or no approved assays that we are

.ealing with today.

So I think, to my mind, one important

consideration to FDA would be to look at approving these

Lssays for donor notification and counseling as an initial

:tep independent of the issues around donor reinstatement

;hat have implications for blood safety because what we

:eally need--in fact, none of the large blood programs

:einstate donors because it is such a regulatory risk that,

if the FDA comes in and you reinstated a donor

inappropriately, you really get nailed.

So most of the blood programs are not reinstating

?ven though there may be an acceptable algorithm. So we

tiould rather see the focus on getting methods for donor

~otification and counseling and potentially, downstream,

through later validation studies, could the reinstatement

issues be addressed.

The other issue, again, is that the supplemental

tests become obsolete as a type-O antigen detection or other

improvements in the screening test come forward. This leads

FDA to put reinstatement programs on hold and so a test that

might have been approved for donor reinstatement is no

longer adequate. So FDA cancels the reinstatement program.

The other issue is that blood banks, as a

consequence, some of them have taken a very, I think, donor-
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nfirmatory testing for some agents

here has been somewhat of a mandate

167

and are not even doing

although, as Jay said,

and I think we are

siting for an FDA regulation to require supplemental

esting.

At this point, it is not required and, given the

bsence of FDA-approved assays,

ctually notifying donors based

hink is totally unacceptable.

[Slide.]

some blood banks are

on repeat reactivity which I

Specific to HTLV, actually we did a study early on

n the REDS group that looked at a very large number, I

hink around 500 or 600 HTLV repeat-reactive donors by PCR

md a number of other assays. In fact, what we discovered

~as that the routing supplemental algorithms that were kind

)f built when the tests were first licensed, by Abbott in

>articular, were really extraordinarily accurate.

What they were doing is they were actually doing

]arallel western blot and radioimmunoprecipitation which is

~ labor-intensive sort of research-mode assay. And then

nany blood banks were supplementing that with early

available peptide-typing assays.

What this study showed was that those methods were

99.9 percent sensitive to detecting true infection. A small

fraction of indeterminates were really infected and none of
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upplemental-test algorithms that were available through

ompany reference lab channels were very accurate.

Over the subsequent years, companies did begin

168

the

to

.evelop and market RUO tests that were improvements. I will

how some examples of those. There were peptide and

recombinant p21 EIAs available. There were very enhanced

lntigen spiked western blots as well as what we will see in

1 few minutes, both Chiron and Innogenetics have been built

:ompletely recombinant peptide-based strip immunoassay.

Roche, actually, for a three or four-year period

lid have an RUO HTLV I-II PCR assay out on the market. But

rhat happened was that none of these companies were willing

:0 pursue the regulatory channel because, again, of these

;ost issues downstream, that there simply wasn’t enough

:ecovery envisioned downstream and the regulatory issues

~ere problematic, as I alluded to.

So this has led people to develop the strategies,

such as Sue described, doing alternative EIA-type strategies

or using these older, first-generation viral lysate western

olots and trying to report type differentiation based on

?19, p24 band intensity which we now know is very

inaccurate .

[Slide.]

I will show you a little bit of data about how
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hese results have resulted in artifactual observations of

alse positivity. I just wanted to show you a few of these

ewer blots. This is the one that Rims was addressing, the

eneLabs Diagnostic Biotechnology western blot that was

irst developed and reported back in the early ‘9o’s and has

ince gone through a few generations of improvement.

[Slide.]

Let me show you a representative figure

.ssay, in addition to a viral-lysate-type western

This

blot and

he recombinant p21e antigen, which is a very sensitive

lntigen that cross reacts with all the virus, they added

.ype-specific antigens for a particular envelope region.

So this allows one to differentiate whether the

lonor harbors HTLV I or HTLV II in the same assay. In the

>arly-generation studies, the antigen that was the p21e

mtigen actually had nonspecificity, the same as the

;ambridge blot.

[Slide.]

So we and others reported on problems with that

lssay reporting out a low rate of false-positive western

Olots . And the GeneLabs group actually went on to identify

tiithin that HTLV I p21e antigen the immunodominant-specific

~pitope versus the non-specific region. And they later have

nodified the blot to include a new revised antigen that is

called GD21e which is very specific and does not have false
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>sitivity associated with it.

so, in the background, companies have improved and

~ese assays are manufactured

idely distributed worldwide.

[Slide.]

actually overseas and are

A Belgian company has developed an assay called

he INNO-LIA test which is a complete recombinant peptide

ase supplemental test for HTLV.

[Slide.]

It has control bands and then it has HTLV I-II

eneric antigen so a p19, p24 and several enveloped antigens

hat react with HTLV specifically but do not define the

.ype.

But then there are three type-specific antigen, a

lag and two types of specific enveloped antigens which give

~ou the type of the donor, be that I or 11~ among the

;eropositives.

[Slide.]

There has been a series of recent papers. This is

just one of them I won’t go through but the critical value

>f these tests is really that they eliminate the

indeterminate results that were such a problem.

They are very accurate in terms of sensitivity and

typing and they reduce the rate of indeterminate results by

80 percent compared to what one sees with a lysate western
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)lot.

[slide.]

This is the Chiron assay which we have been

,ginnlng to collaborate with them on that similarly to

mO-LIA assay has a series of strips. It is very similar

J the HCV RIBA. There is also an HIV one to RIBA that has

:en in development . But basically it uses

ltigen and then uses type-specific subsets

ltigen to type the individuals or peptides

~mbined HTLV I-II gag test.

[Slide.]

the same p21e

of the p21e

and then a

So just to point out that these improved assays

ave been under development but they have not been

mplemented. In fact, if anything, we have gone backwards

n HTLV. This became apparent to the REDS group as we were

monitoring the epidemiology incidence prevalence of virus in

he donor pool,
,.

all the other viruses, the lncldence and

)revalence has declined whereas what we observed for HTLV

~as an actual increase in the prevalence among first-time

ionors of HTLV over the period ’93 to ‘95--

[slide.]

--as well as a sudden increase in the point

sstimate of the incidence, although not significant.

[Slide.]

We wondered whether this was real or not. What we
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id was to look back at the confirmatory assays and

riteria. What we documented is what you have heard, that

he Red Cross, in part because of some regulatory issues,

oved away from using the p21e EIA and the RIPA assays going

ack to the only assay that has been submitted under IND,

he Cambridge assay, in 1993, late ’93; whereas the non-Red-

ross centers actually went the other way. We started to

se this Diagnostic Biotechnology blot which

specificity, supplemented by RIBA.

[Slide.]

So then we looked at the REDS data

jy the Red Cross and non-Red-Cross centers.

:ee was that that increase in prevalence was

has good

separating it

What we could

limited to the

:hree Red Cross regions and really probably coincided with

:his change to inferior, less specific supplemental tests.

[Slide.]

To further validate that, we did a study where we

:ook 260 donations that the blood centers had called

~onfirmed positive over this period of time. Those were

:ested by PCR, by peptide EIAs, and by the HTLV RIBA test.

~sing the very stringent criteria that all of these test had

lo be negative or the RIBA could be indeterminate, we

identified 30 percent of these samples as false positive.

When we look at the frequency of false-positive

results over time, we see that they really only began to be
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sported by the blood centers in ’94 and ’95. Now , as I

ay, about 30 percent of what blood centers are reported out

re false-positive results until the most recent change

hich is now the Red Cross is precluded from using the p21e

ntigen. So, now, nobody is being told they are positive.

verybody is an indeterminate.

So it is really a haywire situation.

[Slide.]

The last thing I wanted to mention is some

omments about the impacts of false-positive and other test

esults on donors. This is an area that I think we have all

:ind of talked about and waved our hands about but REDS,

wer the last several years, has tried to do some formal

:urveys to try to quantitate the impact of false

~otifications and true notifications on donors.

We actually published a paper several years ago

:hat looked at the psychological impact on notifying donors

rho truly were seropositive for HTLV I

lormals and could document significant

>n infected donors who were being told

and II compared to

psychosocial impact

they had a virus that

?robably would never get them sick, that maybe they could

:ransmit to others but we couldn’t do anything about it, so

kind of the problems about telling somebody they have one of

these infections.

[Slide.]
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another survey of about

various test results

ncluding various false-positive patterns. I just want to

hare a few slides of preliminary data from that survey.

hese surveys are organized mostly by Allen Williams.

What this summarizes is for some of the more

ommon false-positive patterns, HIV indeterminate, HTLV

ndeterminate, HCV

.nti-core reactive

indeterminate, HCV RIBA-negative and

donors who were notified that they were

leferred due to anti-core reactivity, what the Impact was on

;hese donors in their answers to questions such as this:

‘Were you confused when you were informed of these test

results?”

You can see that 80-plus percent of these donors

Iere confused with about half of them being very confused

md half somewhat confused.

[Slide.]

Are they still confused? These surveys were

~ctually administered about a year after these donors were

~otified. You can see that, still, a high proportion of

these donors remain confused over the test results a year or

more after the notification event.

Again

[Slide.]

Did the notification emotionally upset them?

about 80 percent of these donors who were told that
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Ley had what we, in fact, think are mostly non-specific

:sults and try to reassure the donors--and, of course, for

my of these viruses, we really can’t help them further, or

leir doctors don’t know anything about HTLV, so these

>nors are basically anxious over these test results.

Again, this was a persistent finding in a high

roportion of those donors.

[slide.]

Many of them went on to seek--even though our

ounseling messages say,
!Tyou are not infected; it is okay, “

any of them on to see physician follow up after these

otifications.

[Slide.]

Finally, within the REDS group, we have tried to

.ddress this problem and talk to FDA about potential

strategies. So, over

)anels, large panels,

the last year, we have compiled some

of pedigreed samples from donors with

Jell-characterized HTLV infection status.

We have begun to develop collaborations. We have

>een working recently with Chiron, one of the manufacturers

>f the peptide EIAs although this company has now decided to

discontinue making that test so they are no longer

interested in studying this, it seems.

And Innogenetics, we have now started to

collaborate with them to try to do preliminary evaluations
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E their tests and then, together with a company after we

elt that the test that they have is adequate, try to file

nd IND because the companies are not willing to file this

n their own accord or fund and pursue a clinical trial.

So we have pursued the strategy somewhat analogous

o NAT to try and file and IND with the company and then

ontinue to test under IND doing some additional clinical

;tudies but with an understanding with FDA that

-ealistically this may not evolve to a full application but

Jill at least allow donor notification while testing under

[ND and the concept of probably broadening the testing to

several of the larger testing labs to allow the availability

>f these results for all donors.

Thank you.

DR. HOLLINGER: Thank you, Mike. Any questions of

lr. Busch?

DR. TABOR: I really regret that I have to correct

~ number of very careless comments, or comments that appear

to be very careless in the early part of your talk.

First of all, you gave the impression that

confirmatory tests or supplemental tests for several of the

viruses that are tested for in blood have a very high rate

of nonspecificity quite apart from the indeterminate

results. I don’t believe that that is really connotatively

verifiable .
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Second of all, you gave the impression that

>mpanies are beating down the door at FDA to try to get us

o approve supplemental tests that are new and improved.

hat is certainly not the case.

Third, you gave the impression--in fact, you

tated--that the development of new screening assays for

hings like HIV group O, that was a specific example you

ave, immediately invalidated confirmatory tests that had

lready been approved by FDA.

First of all, we are still not testing for group O

lecause the companies have been slow to develop screening

ests for group O and, even if you had a screening test for

[roup O, it would certainly not invalidate a validated

confirmatory test or supplemental test for the vast majority

)f the HIV that is detected in this country.

Finally, you made the careless mistake of

:eferring to RUO tests that are “on the market. “ RUO, in

:ase anybody missed it, stands for research use only and the

:ompanies are not supposed to have those on the market, even

:hough they do, in fact, get cost reimbursement for them.

17hey have to have an FDA license or approval in order to be

on the market.

DR. BUSCH: I am sure my mother will disagree with

you - The first point, I think I could share with you a

series of manuscripts published from the REDS group and
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thers in terms of the false-positive problems with the

urrent supplemental tests. Obviously, they are most

erious in the donor setting. In any kind of high

,revalence, high-incidence setting, they are fairly trivial.

But , in the blood-donor setting, I can show you

Iublished papers for HIV, HTLV, p24 antigen, surface

,ntigen, that document what I think are unacceptable 5, 10,

.5 percent rates of false-positive

lSSaYS in the blood-donor setting.

In terms of beating down

results coming off these

the doors, I think what I

;aid was that there are no tests in the pipeline or, if

:here are, they are stalled. I discussed these issues

extensively with the companies and, basically, they won’t

>ring tests in because they can’t afford the cost of these

:rials to them get to the market that is so small and the

mlikely regulatory path that is reasonably likely to be

~borted because of the third issue which is that, although

3roup O may not have invalidated the

Licensed western blots, any test for

is my understanding, that would come

license status of the

supplemental assays,

forward now for

supplementing

represented.

so,

donor screening would have to have group O

if a company had a test well in development

it

or

through clinical trials, I think they would have to go back

and, it is my understanding, incorporate group O
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get them licensed downstream. I am not certain about

.at.

The last issue, RUO; I guess it is the definition

: market. We were able to purchase and

.otechnology blot several

le preclusion became that

: and do research with it

years ago for

we were told,

but you can’t

run the

research use only.

“Yeah; you can buy

tell people the

:Sults. “ It is a definition of market.

DR. NELSON: Are these supplemental tests--would

hey classify as an orphan drug?

DR. BUSCH: I think you will about potentially

hat.

DR. NELSON: As I understand it, that category

rug was used to deal with the disincentives to develop

of

mportant diagnostic and therapeutic reagents based upon

Inly economic considerations. Here it seems to me to be

)retty remarkable.

The other issue with some of the supplemental

:ests is that--and it may be based, and I guess it is, on

>conomics--the costs of, for instance, the RIBA for the

lepatitis C that the company cites make it impossible to use

:his for research. It is like $100 an assay or something

ridiculous .

I don’t know what the

this is part of the equation or
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now for use in research in a non-blood-bank situation, it

s just not feasible. They are important, obviously,

ecause false positives in a research setting can generate

ata that is not--

DR. BUSCH: I agree. I think strategies such as

ue has developed of using alternative EIAs to save that

ost on a large number of samples is great. I think FDA

:arly on wasn’t terribly supportive of using alternative EIA

;trategies, but I think recently they have been receptive to

hat .

DR. KHABBAZ: It is a comment and not a question,

like, but if my memory serves me right, screening for HTLV I

~ decade ago, as I remember, was pushed because the tests

~ere there. The manufacturers made them. They were there.

~e weren’t sure about the disease and what we were

>reventing but they made these tests, screening tests, and

?ushed and we did.

It is easy for us to sit here in the era, as Jay

~loquently defined, the precautionary paradigm and say it is

good because we are preventing disease with one little bit

and with two possibly very little. I won’t get into that

argument but, at the time when they pushed these tests, as I

recall, they offered--part of

supplementary tests.

You mentioned that,

the deal was to offer

Mike . That was done.
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0 the economic incentive, clearly the incentive--the

creening assays is where the economics come into play.

omehow it seems that we have had, over the years, a

!eparation whereas the screening tests--and you have

,mproved tests--are there and where the money is to be made.

Yet, the manufacturers of these screening tests

)ave kind of divorced themselves from the supplemental

~ssays and you are left with what we are left with, talking

~bout orphan tests. They are, in a way, but they are not if

~ou link them to the bigger picture of screening.

DR. EPSTEIN: I agree with what Dr. Khabbaz just

said. The agency, however, was criticized for, if You willl

~olding up the pace of development of screening tests by

~olding the companies to the standard of having available

supplemental tests, at least as in–house services, at the

time of approval of screening tests. So the arguments cut

both ways.

On the question of whether we could change the

approval standard to approve HTLV or other tests as

diagnostics independent of the whole question of donor

reentry, well, of course we could. But our approvals

process is geared toward the product claim. The question is

what is the intent to market?

The problem isn’t that we couldn’t approve them in

their own right as diagnostic, it is that if they are being—
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sed to follow up donor screening by EIA, then, in order to

.nderstand the false-negative rate, you have to compare it

o the sensitivity of the EIA.

So it is more a scientific issue than a policy

.ssue. In other words, we could approve with different

.abeling tests that had lower sensitivity than EIAs but what

~xactly do we say in the labeling claim if we don’ t have a

requirement to know the answer?

And then I would make one other observation about

:rials which is that there is a paradox here because it has

>een stated repeatedly, well, we had these great RUO tests.

3ut, if they were that great and people believed it--

?resumably, they believed it because of data, and the

question is why couldn’t those data be brought before the

agency. If they are so convincing as all that, why can’t

they be compiled?

So we always get into this conundrum where the

.
test that is not studied through official mechanisms, legal

routes, is always touted to be better than sliced bread.

But somehow no one can show the agency the data. I think

that we ought to ask that question, that if those tests are

that good, what prevents them from that being demonstrated

under IND or the data otherwise provided.

I think that is important issue. Then one last

point about the economics. As you showed, the positive
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ates of screening, the repeat-reactive rates, aren’t all

hat different for some of the other markers compared with

[TLV. But there is a big difference in the size of the

larket for the supplemental tests.

The reason

)lood system. It is

:esting role for the

for that is sort of external to the

because there is a public-health

other screens whereas, for HTLV, there

.s no mandate for routine public-health screening in

essentially any context for HTLV. That is why there is not

~ collateral market. It is not that the blood system better

;upports the economic profitability of the supplemental for

some of the other agents, it is just that there is a larger

~lobal market that has very little to do with blood

screening.

These are just additional observations. I am not

ceally criticizing anything one way or the other, just that

:hese are some of the factors that the committee needs to be

aware of.

DR. KHABBAZ: Just for the record, my comments

Were not meant as criticism to FDA.

DR. HOLLINGER: Thank you, Mike.

The next speaker is Susan Pucie from NHLBI on

funding opportunities for small business. That will be

followed by Patricia Robuck.

Funding Opportunities for Small Business
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Presentation

MS. PUCIE : Thank you. As I am getting the slides

:et up, I just to let you know this will be noncontroversial

>ecause I am here to show you the money.

[Slide.]

Thank you for inviting me to talk about the small-

>usiness funding opportunities at NIH. We appreciate every

:hance to publicize these programs. In the next few

minutes, I am going to give you a lot of information but

ion’t worry about taking notes because hard

slides are available. I tried to hand them

:here are some on the chair in the front.

The National Institutes of Health

reserved for small business. They are the

Innovation Research Program or, for short,

and the Small Business Technology Transfer

STTR Program.

[Slide.]

copies of the

out and then

has two programs

Small Business

the SBIR Program,

Program, or the

Briefly, the SBIR Program sets aside 2.5 percent

of the NIH extramural budget to support innovative research

conducted by small business that has potential for

commercialization. We do anticipate that that percentage

will increase over the next year. The STTR Program sets

aside 0.15 percent of the extramural budget to support

innovation through cooperative R&D carried out between small
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usiness and research institutions.

[Slide.]

In Fiscal Year 1999, the NIH expects to award

1,520 SBIR and STTR grants for approximately $325 million.

[Slide.]

To qualify for an SBIR or STTR award, the small

usiness must meet these four criteria. You must be an

independently owned, controlled and operated for profit U.S.

)usiness. You have to have a principal place of business in

.he U.S., the control of the research facilities where the

:esearch will be conducted and you must have 500 or fewer

:mployees.

[Slide.]

In addition, to qualify for an STTR award, the

small business must be a partner with a research institution

~nd at least 40 percent of the STTR work must be performed

>y the small business and at least 30 percent by the

cesearch institution.

[Slide.]

Why pursue SBIR or STTR funding? Because over

S300 million are available; because this is seed money to

fund high-risk projects; and this is not a loan. There is

no repayment of the awards. The company retains the

intellectual property rights. You get recognition and

visibility. This is a potential leveraging tool to attract
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capital. And NIH is interested in doing business with you.

[Slide.]

Here is a little information about program

mechanics. There are three phases to the SBIR and STTR

programs. Phase 1 is to evaluate the scientific and

technical merit and feasibility of an idea and the awards

are for six months for up to $100,000. Phase 2 is to expand

on the result of and further pursue the development of phase

1. SBIR awards are for two years for up to $750,000 and

STTR awards are for two years for up to $500,000.

Phase 3 is for the commercialization of the

results of phase 2 and it requires the use of private sector

or non-SBIR federal funding. I just want to mention here

that the numbers that I quoted, $100,000 for phase 1 and

$750,000 and $500,000 for phase 2, NIH is flexible about

those figures. If you need more time and dollars, if you

justify that in your proposal, that will be considered.

[Slide.]

There are three receipt dates for each of these

programs. Applications for the SBIR Program are due on

April 15, August 15 or December 15. Applications for the

STTR Program are due April 1, August 1 and December 1.

[Slide.]

For projects with a very clear development path

that have already attracted outside interest, there is also
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k fast-track parallel review option. This allows for

:oncurrent submission and review of phase-1 and phase-2

)roposals. The funding

?liminated or reduced.

gap between phase 1 and phase 2 is

The key requirements are that the phase-1

application contain clear measurable milestones and the

?hase-2 application contains a product-development plan.

[Slide.]

Now , I would like to say a few words about my

institute which is the National Heart, Lung and Blood

Institute and our SBIR Program. The NHLBI Program fosters

research on pharmaceuticals, medical devices and implants,

biologics, informatics and biotechnologies for the causes,

prevention, diagnosis and treatment of heart, blood-vessel,

lung, blood diseases and sleep disorders.

[Slide.]

In Fiscal Year 1998, the NHLBI awarded 162 SBIR

and STTR grants for over $35 million.

[Slide.]

Now, more specifically, the NHLBI is very

interested in receiving strong proposals from small business

in technologies and methods to improve the safety of the

nation’s blood supply. The following four slides highlight

some of these areas. But I will just mention, for example,

our interest in assays or agents that cause transfusion-
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ransmitted disease.

[Slide.]

Equipment and procedures for the collection,

reparation, processing, preservation, storage, distribution

)f blood and blood components, computer-assisted systems to

.mprove the blood-donor screening process, management and

:ducation systems for more effective and appropriate use of

]lood products, and methods and technologies for

inactivation or removal or microorganisms from blood, blood

;omponents and plasma derivatives.

[Slide.]

If you are interested in learning more about the

3BIR and STTR Programs, or if you would like to discuss a

specific application, please call, fax or E-mail my office

and I will be glad to help you or put you in touch with

?rogram staff with the right expertise to discuss your

ideas .

NIH Small

the Web.

[Slide.]

I would also like to encourage you to visit the

Business Funding Opportunities page which is on

Let me mention there is also a model or a sample

application there if you are new to writing one that is very

helpful to new applicants.

[Slide.]

Finally, you can obtain hard copies of the
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fficial solicitation documents for these programs at this

ddress . The SBIR Program is sort of a fuchsia colored book

nd the STTR is a blue book. All of this is on the Web but

t is easier to see in hard copy.

I hope this information has sparked your interest

md I thank you for your attention.

DR. HOLLINGER: Thank you very much.

The next presentation, then, is by Patricia

Lobuck , Office of Orphan Drug Production.

Presentation

MS. ROBUCK: I have to say that Susan took one of

ny lines, but I have a couple more. The next one is, “I am

lere from the government and I am here to help you.” That

~lways gets a chuckle.

And Dr. Nelson, are you a plant?

DR. NELSON: No; I am an animal. [Laughter.]

MS. ROBUCK: Oh, no; as in planted in the

audience.

[Slide.]

I

Development

should have

am from the Office of Orphan Products

The one thing that I don’t have on here that I

put on here is my phone number, so any of you

that are interested. You should have copies of this as

well . My phone number is 301 827-0984. That will get you

right to my phone. Or 301 827-3666. That will get you to
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he office.

[Slide.]

As some of you, obviously, already know, we were

rought into existence in 1983 to try and help industry and

he academic community to make products

rith rare diseases and disorders. This

.s I said, in 1983.

[Slide.]

The definition of this; there

available to persons

was signed into law,

are two definitions.

The original definition was for products with little or no

:ommercial value. It took less than a year for us to

:ealize that that was a very difficult definition. And,

:herefore, the definition was amended to include disease or

Iisorders that affect fewer than 200,000 persons in the

Jnited States.

This is a prevalence figure. It is not an

incidence figure. But , for example, in the subject that we

ire talking about today, incidence would be appropriate use

of this and we would be looking at yearly incidence in this

?articular case.

So we are not looking at the number of people

that, perhaps, are HTLV-positive in the United States. What

we are looking at is the population of intended us. So, if

the population of intended use for this product is fewer

than 200,000, then you would qualify.
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[Slide. ]

Of importance today--I hear people saying that you

some incentives and

our office supports

you need some

only clinical

help with money--is

trials . We can’t

you, but the SBIR can, in the beginning stages. But we

give money for clinical trials only. These include

;tudies of drugs, biologics, medical foods and medical

levices.

The incentives, and there are other incentives

mder the Orphan Drug Act, are limited to drugs and

)iologics but the Grants Program goes further. They are to

Ietermine safety and efficacy. And the data that is derived

;rom these clinical trials is intended for potential use by

:he agency.

So what that means is that they must be done under

m IND or, in the case of a device, and IDE. We,

mfortunately, do not fund basic research. I was intrigued

~y the amount of money that the SBIR Program has. We have

about , I think, $11.1 million this year. But maybe it will

De up next year.

[Slide.]

so, as I said, the goals of the Grants Program are

to accelerate products getting to the marketplace. We want

availability of products under the whole guise of the Orphan

Drug Act, but we want to get these products to the market as
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ast as we can. As I said devices and medical foods are part

f this.

[Slide.]

So what is the process? The first thing we do is

‘e put out a Federal Register Notice. I will tell you at

he

Lp.

he

:he

end, so you have to pay attention when that is coming

Our office does a review of the application. One of

most important parts of the RFA and

IND or the IDE. It will state very

hat your study must be clinical trial,

the application is

clearly in the RFA

it must be done

mder an IND or an IDE that has been submitted to the

~ppropriate division of the FDA at least 30 days prior to

:he application deadline.

This is a change that has taken place over the

Last few

;hat you

)egins .

years . The reason is that we need to make sure

are ready to start your trial when the funding

We also need to make sure that when we review the

~pplication that it is a study that can go forward.

The 30 days is so that you are not calling the

appropriate division of the FDA every day saying, “When is

it going to be approved?”

Once we get the applications in, we get category-

specific reviewers and we form ad hoc panels to review these

grant applications. Typically, we get about 100

applications . Sometimes, we get a few more, but it
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example, that have to

not be reviewed with

~pplications that have to do with other disorders,

orthopedics or neurology.

We will do literature searches and we will find

:he experts in these fields so that even if a product does

lot get funded that particular year, we will prepare a

~ummary statement and tell you what you need to do to get it

Eunded, perhaps, in the future, where your science is off.

Then we take

~he grant is awarded.

[Slide.]

it to a national advisory council and

We award approximately 20 to 25 new studies a

year. It really depends on how much money we have in a

given year and where we are going with that, how much-money

has to go to continuing studies.

The program review criteria that we do, just so

that you know exactly what we

application is, of course, we

prevalence is under 200,000.

are looking for in the

have to be sure that your

We ask you to document that.

I have already told you that you have to have an active IND

or an IDE.

[Slide.]

And then, when it goes to ad hoc panel review,

this is a scientific and technical-merit criteria that we
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sk for. It is important to note that we get all of our

eviewers from the academic community. We have no one from

Iusiness on our committee. It is an anonymous

re never reveal the names of our reviewers for

lanel.

process that

any ad hoc

We do this so that we get the best review and

)ecause, a lot of times, there are only a handful of experts

.n that field. We don’t want to

me asked to reveal the names of

discourage anyone. If we

our reviewers, we will give

rou the names of everybody in our reviewer database, which

.s presently about 600 reviewers. But it changes. Eve ry

rear when we have a new panel, we make it up of new people.

lnd we have a rule that we cannot have the same panel twice.

so there will always be new members that will be added to

~his .

These are just the normal things that you would

sxpect to see.

[Slide.]

We look for adequacy of the resources. This is

tihere something like an SBIR other sources of funding take

place. I haven’t told you yet. The

great for funding a clinical study.

dollar amounts are not

They are $200,000 per

year for up to three years but you are also allowed indirect

costs . So it can be substantially more than that.

So it is perfectly okay and it is very much
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of funding as well.

or non-profit

to us. We limit it

o small businesses, however that is defined.

We want to make sure that

hat you have justified that budget

hat you need a million dollars and

you do have the product,

and that, if you tell us

you have only asked us

:or $200,000, where are you going to get the rest of the

~oney for the study.

Of course, you have to have informed consent and

:RB approval.

[Slide.]

We anticipate that the FY 2000 RFA is going to be

~oming out sometime in July. Right before I left here, I

3ot an E-mail saying that it had cleared general counsel.

So I anticipate that it will be in the Federal Register in

the very near future.

As soon as it gets up on the Federal Register,

then we will also put it on our website. So if you are

looking for

and we will

dates . The

it, you can call the office. You can E-mail us

send you a copy of that. We will have two due-

first one is November 15 and the second one is

April 1 of the Year 2000.

Our money is tied to fiscal year which means that

we have to spend all of our money by September 29 of the
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when the money becomes available. We will do just

it really makes very little difference if you

.pply in November or whether you apply in April of any year.

/hat it will do, if you have a stupendous score when you go

.O the ad hoc

~onths before

But

panel, you might get funded about two or three

the grants that were submitted in April.

we take all of the applications and we put

:hem all together and we fund until the

There is one other point that

md that is if you do get a grant or if

Information about grants or if you have

money goes out.

I would like to make

you need any

an orphan product,

ue have a staff of people--it is not a huge staff--but we

lave a staff of people that will help you walk through this

#hole process. We are delighted to have all comers and we

tiould welcome applications or phone calls from anyone that

is interested in developing these products.

Thank you.

DR. HOLLINGER: Will you write the grants, too?

MS . ROBUCK : No; but I might be able to tell you

what to put in there and what not to put in there.

DR. HOLLINGER: Thank you very much. Appreciate

it .

We are under a little time constraint here and I

really must apologize to the committee and everyone here.

But , apparently, there is something outside, a class reunion
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r something, that is going to be barging in here before too

ong. We have got a little bit of extra time, but I do want

o give everybody a chance to talk and then we will have to

ome back to

so

Lave several

supplemental

this.

if you will bear with me, let’s go through--we

speakers who have asked to speak on the HTLV

test . They have five minutes, each one, no

lore than that. The first one is Dr. Michael Ussery from

:nnogenetics.

Open Public Hearing

DR. USSERY: I have slides for ten minutes, so I

Jill cut it. Dr. Busch has actually already mentioned our

]roduct.

[Slide.]

This product was just approved on the 15th of June

in France on the basis of three studies that I will mention

md that are published. They are retrospective studies of

nultiply reactive samples.

[Slide.]

It is a line immunoblot assay for the confirmation

of antibodies to HTLV. You can use either serum or plasma.

[Slide.]

There are control lines on the strip as well as

the confirmatory lines that Dr. Busch mentioned to you and

the discriminatory lines that allow a determination of a
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[TLV I or II infection. I did provide handouts to the

:ommittee. It looks like most of you have them.

There are a few slides that are not in those

landouts and I will be happy to E-mail anyone a powerpoint

.ncluding those.

[Slide.]

This is a description of the controls.

:hat might not be in the handout.

[Slide.]

I think

There is a semiquantitation that is allowed by the

strip but it is certainly not a quantitative assay. The

~ifferent antigens, either recombinant proteins or synthetic

?eptides that go up to make the materials that are on the

strips .

[Slide.]

The test procedure

incubation with the sample.

involves an overnight

Often, that is started as soon

as the reactive result is gained on the initial test. Once

that result is there, the labs often put these on overnight

and then a couple of steps the next morning.

[Slide.]

This is an example of a result on a strip that

shows that HTLV I pattern. So it is positive in the

confirmation lines in the middle, the last two, and in the

first two, one specific discriminatory line in the bottom
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)anel.

[Slide. ]

This is one of the studies that was used for

~pproval in France--this is from the Rega Institute in

3elgium--looking at a number of samples, comparing them with

;he GeneLabs 2.4 assay. In this case, you can see a

legative that was called positive by the GeneLabs. This was

~onfirmed negative by PCR. All of the discordant results

chat we have here were confirmed by PCR when we had cells.

There was a call of a 2 with the GeneLabs. That

was determined to be a 1. And that was additionally

confirmed by serotyping. We didn’t have cells to do that.

[Slide.]

One of the big problems with the 2.4 western blot

as well as the 2.3 is the number of indeterminates. We

determined that

of those by PCR

24 of those

There are

chart that you have. Those

[Slide.]

This western blot

were negative and confirmed all

a few other differences in the

were all confirmed.

of indeterminate was confirmed

to HTLV II both by the INNO-LIA and by PCR. A number of

indeterminates, most of them fall out as negative.

[Slide.]

Obviously, the LIA is not a western blot. It is a

plastic-bag strip. It can be automatically read as well as
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anually read with our auto-LIA and our scanning procedures.

here are control lines and antigen lines fixed on the

embrane.

[Slide.]

Just some characteristics, semi-quantitative.

I think that is all the slides. In the interest

f time, there are two other studies that were used and I

Inly received the publication for one study on Monday that

~as from the Journal of Clinical Microbiology in May of this

‘ear. That study was in Brazil. There we had 18,000 donors

hat we looked at which 292 repeatedly reactive samples.

md, by western blot, there were 172 indeterminates out of

:hat 292. And we were able to show and confirm by PCR that

.53 of those were actually negatives.

There were 54 samples that were nontypable but we

rere able to type. There were actually 69

jest could type 54 of those 60. There was

typables. Our

one other study

:hat was performed in France, and I have the reference

~hat as well, that was done on commercially available

samples.

for

So I think, in the interest of time, I will stop.

DR. HOLLINGER: Thank you very much.

The next speaker is Ms. Birgit Fleurent from

2eneLabs Technology.

MS. FLEURENT: Good afternoon, everyone.
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